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Samantha Padgett 

 

Taylor Swift Didn’t Prepare Me For This 

 

 
my father likes to tell         blowjob 

jokes when I see him 

     haha I say because       what else 

                                tell me what else  

is killing me            they say  

the plastic in water bottles  

is cancerous                 isn’t it funny  

how we’re all going to die 

  life’s fair that way 

growing up           my mother said 

I could be    anything      I wanted  

to be the seconds     between  

heartbeats                     and instead  

I became a shoelace  

                             that can’t stay tied 

this truth keeps getting        caught  

        in my hair             

like gum  

my psychiatrist asks    are you okay 

really and I tell him     

  the last time 

I really breathed       I was thirteen 

at the roller rink 

                             my best friend 

held my hand                 as we glided 

like birds       our jeans torn  

           at the knees                       later 

my father would pick me up 

tipsy                             but right then 

my lungs were full 
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Steve Gergley 

 

Some Things That Happen When You Watch Videos of Criminal 

Interrogations on Youtube 

 

 
On your day off from work, you sit in your bedroom and watch videos of 

criminal interrogations on YouTube. Wrapped in the thick comforter from 

your bed, a pair of moisture-wicking socks slipped over your aching feet, you 

watch two detectives in cheap suits walk into a windowless interrogation 

room. A third man, this one much younger, just twenty-three years of age, the 

narrator says, sits in a steel chair in the back corner of the room. The 

interrogation footage pauses and the narrator talks about a grisly double 

murder in Northern California for which the young man in the interrogation 

room is the only suspect. 

Three weeks earlier, the narrator says, a pair of Sacramento State biology 

students went missing while on a nature walk along the west bank of the 

American River. Following a frantic, sixteen-hour manhunt, their bodies were 

discovered one hundred yards south of the Guy West Bridge, less than two 

miles from their dorm room on the Sacramento State campus.  

When the interrogation footage resumes, you slip off your right sock and 

crack your toes one at a time, the sharp snaps slicing through the still air of 

your silent bedroom. In the video, the detectives pull up a pair of chairs and 

sit down in the middle of the interrogation room. One detective sits 

uncomfortably close to the suspect, so close that the toe of his black oxford 

shoe rests against the suspect’s right shin. Tugging your sock back onto your 

foot, you try to remember how long it’s been since someone has come that 

close to you. How many years have passed since you’ve been touched? Four 

years ago, you shook your boss’s sweaty hand when he hired you on at his 

landscaping business. But when was the last time before that? 

Pausing the video, you rub your eyes and massage your temples. You 

crack your knuckles and stretch your neck. You think and think and think. But 

still. You can’t remember the last time you were touched, or what it felt like. 
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Now you close your eyes and imagine yourself in the young man’s 

situation, sitting in that empty room, staring at the blank white walls around 

you, the rigid backrest of the steel chair digging into your spine. That sharp 

pain in your spine is a type of touch, but it’s not the same as the other touch 

you feel right now, that of the detective’s leather shoe gently pressing against 

your shin. Looking down at that shoe, thinking about how you got yourself 

into this situation, wondering what will happen to you in the future, you feel . 

. . nothing. Whatever was alive inside you in the past has long since dissolved 

away. Now the possibility of jail, prison, or the death penalty conjures the 

same feeling of rotted emptiness as everything else. 

You exhale a long breath and open your eyes. Your computer chair creaks 

as you lean forward and study the fuzzy frame the video is paused on. With 

your nose inches from the screen, you try to decipher the expression on the 

suspect’s face. You want to see if he feels the same nothingness you did when 

you placed yourself in his situation moments ago. But the footage is too 

grainy, too low-quality, to gain any extra insight into his state of mind. So you 

lean back in your chair and reach forward to press the spacebar. You whiff 

three times and finally hit the button on your fourth attempt. The video 

resumes, but seconds later the interrogation footage pauses again so the 

narrator can explain the detectives’ strategy. 

The detectives physically place themselves between the suspect and the 

door, the narrator says, in order to psychologically signal to the suspect that 

the only way to get out of the room is to go through them. 

You stop the video again. Slipping your headphones out of your ears, you 

swivel your chair 180 degrees and stare at your bedroom door. Your room is 

empty, silent. There are no detectives sitting in steel chairs in the center of the 

room, blocking your path to the exit. You’re free to stand up and leave 

whenever you want. Really. You’re free. To go, to leave. Whatever. Whatever. 

But still. You know what’s out there. So you press your knees to your chest 

and spin your chair around and slide your headphones back into your ears. 

Leaning forward, you reach for the spacebar. This time you hit it on the first 

try. 
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Aiden Baker 

 

ode to my mother’s shrinking nose 

 

 
there is a tree in colorado that if touched  

emits a dust or film that will shield your skin 

from uv rays. i know this because my mom 

is obsessed with sunscreen, obsessed 

with ways to protect our skin 

 

when i was eight she was diagnosed 

with melanoma, and every few years 

a bad thing will grow on her nose 

which the doctor will cut, carve 

remove. but every few years 

it grows back. 

 

the nose (and ears) are the only parts 

of your body that never stop growing. 

i know this because i was told this 

by a friend when i mentioned this poem: 

my mother’s diminishing nose. 

 

i don’t really know things, i get told 

things. i get ideas or pictures 

stuck in my head. it’s my job  

as poet to parse it for you. 

i present the image  (a shrinking mother nose)  

and use it to suggest some long-lasting Truth  

about womanhood, motherhood 

mortality. 

 

i give you an image so you can toss it 
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around on your tongue like a mint 

so you can contemplate what it means  

to have a diminishing body, what it means:  

the generation and degeneration of flesh. 

 

i don’t know what it means  

to have a body i don’t know what it means  

to have limits 

i am surprised every day 

by my skin: how fragile  

how defining 
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Kindall Fredricks 

 

it will all b okay soon 

 
with a line from Sylvia Plath’s “Lady Lazarus” 

 

 

I have written you again— 

                 you,   this river,  belly of stones,  

belly of a thousand eyelids  

                      shimmered shut,   belly of  

impractical flora, of too-muchness   

                      strobing through its slick green 

skein,   of amoeba quipping  

                      awake. River of roaming grief 

that slips on the baby-sized  

                      flip-flop it found then tucked in 

its hushing reeds.     And my right foot— 

 

a paperweight. You’re always 27  

                      and playing tennis when I see you,  

light wedlocked to your skin  

                      your body    a superstition  

practiced by the sun. I can’t hear 

                      the sound of the ball,   but I know 

it must make one.  Sometimes,  

                      I sit next to you on a bench  

when you’re through.   How are you,  

                      I want to know. You pull your sleeve  

across your sweatless brow.  

 

                        I thought you’d never ask, you say. 
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Lorrie Ness 

 

Stay-at-Home-Mom 

 

 
Purple plum, purple plum 

two kneecaps peeled from linoleum.  

 

My mother was a nursery rhyme  

who knew where to find the quarters that rolled away, 

 

if my high bounce ball was wedged 

beneath the fridge. 

 

I played jacks by the oven  

where her mascara was smeared on the floor. 

 

Quiet cause dad is sleeping. 

She puckers 

 

cherry red, cherry red 

 takes two draws, sucks relentlessly 

 

at the filter end. 
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Lorrie Ness 

 

Passing Zone 

 

 
After fourteen miles trekking in the woods, 

canopy peels apart and blue sky gleams above the open wound. 

It’s here the trail joins with a road to cross a bridge. 

I walk along the edge. Where jersey wall slopes to asphalt, 

dandelions poke up from last year’s salt, road dust & crumbling leaves. 

Below, a scenic byway bisects the park. 

 

I drag my fingers along the thigh high rail.  

 

It would be easy to swing a leg over the barrier,  

to lean a bit too far. I stare down at the double yellow lines. 

A car passes under as it barrels north. The hikers ahead of me hug the shoulder 

and disappear back into the woods, safe on the other side. 

At my feet the dandelions are a dashed yellow line 

running the entire span. 
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Corey Mesler 

 

Cooler this morning 

 

 
All the birds at the feeder 

are new. We’re not 

getting any repeat business.  

 

It’s cooler this morning. When 

I fill it the 

feeder talks back to me in the 

 

language of fallen leaves.  

Soon it will be winter.  

And all our preparations recognized.  
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Adèle Saint-Pierre 

 

Fanny Fox Gets Dumped 

 
 

 

Fanny Fox lives in a little house she built with Wally Wolf.  

 

This little house has known many happy times. Lately, though, a dark cloud 

hangs over it. Fanny Fox likes raw chicken, and she could eat it for dinner 

every night. Wally Wolf, on the other hand, doesn’t like it much at all. Fanny 

Fox says that Wally is a Wolf, and that wolves are supposed to like raw 

chicken! If Wally Wolf doesn’t, then there must be something wrong with him! 

Wally Wolf says that Fanny Fox is ridiculous! Raw chicken for dinner two or 

three or four times a week? Why, that’s unreasonable! Wally Wolf has read 

many articles on this subject, and all of them say that raw chicken is only ever 

served and eaten on average once a week in little houses like the one he and 

Fanny Fox have built! 
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This argument about raw chicken follows Fanny Fox and Wally Wolf from the 

kitchen to the dining room, and from there to the living room and the 

bedroom and sometimes even the bathroom. It follows them everywhere! 

This year, it even follows them on vacation. Fanny Fox wants to have the raw 

chicken in the little closed-in courtyard of the house they are renting by the 

seaside. She loves raw chicken outside! It tastes better under a starry sky, with 

the warm night air ruffling her fur, and the salty smell of the sea in her snout. 

But Wally Wolf hates the idea. Someone from the village could walk past at 

any moment and hear them eating the raw chicken! Fanny Fox says that the 

idea of being heard is the whole point! Fanny Fox yells that Wally Wolf is 

boring! That Wally Wolf is no fun! That Wally Wolf never satisfies! She 

snatches the plate of raw chicken off the table, and she hurls it with all her fox 

might at the wall; then she flops down into her chair, and she begins to cry. 

Fanny Fox is tired. Fanny Fox is sad. Fanny Fox is lonely.  

 

“Maybe we shouldn’t be together anymore,” she says through her tears. 

 

But Wally Wolf is not moved by Fanny Fox’s cri de détresse like she wants him 

to be. Nor does he start devouring the raw chicken right off the floor with her 

like she wants him to, either. Wally Wolf just goes to bed. 

 

As for Fanny Fox, she stays behind to clean up the mess. She cries sad and 

angry tears. She fumes. Then she goes to bed, too. In the morning, she is still 

fuming. But the sun is out, and the sea is calling; she forgets the argument 

soon enough. 

 

Wally Wolf, on the other hand, does not forget the argument. For weeks and 

weeks and weeks, he turns it over and over and over in his head. These 

arguments about raw chicken are wearing him out. Wally Wolf is sick of them! 

Come to think of it, Wally Wolf is sick of Fanny Fox! She is never satisfied! She 

is inflexible and impatient, negative and critical, not to mention irascible! And 

that’s not all! That fox costs him thousands and thousand of acorns! That fox 

likes to laze around on Sunday mornings over two cups of coffee! Two! Both 

with a ton of imported triple blue ribbon honey! That fox gives him no 

sympathy when he comes down with the sniffles in his snout every Friday 
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night and they have to cancel their plans to go out on the town! Is that the 

kind of fox he wants by his side the day he gets cancer of the wolf balls? No 

way! Maybe, thinks Wally Wolf, he’d be better off without Fanny Fox! Maybe, 

thinks Wally Wolf, he should just blow their little house down! 

 

So one evening, Wally Wolf returns to the little house with a strange look on 

his face. His jaw is clenched. His eyes are dark and cloudy. He invites Fanny 

Fox to join him for a chat in the living room. He sits rigidly in his chair, far 

from Fanny Fox, who sits on the couch.  

 

“I’m going to blow this house down,” says Wally Wolf to Fanny Fox.  

 

Fanny Fox is stunned. She had sat down thinking they were going to smooth 

over the argument they’d had the day before about her wanting to eat raw 

chicken for a third dinner that week.  

 

“Blow the house down! Why would you do such a thing?” cries Fanny Fox. 
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But Wally Wolf does not answer, so she jumps off the couch and leaps into 

his lap where she curls up into a tiny little ball, trembling with fear. Through 

her tears, Fanny Fox pleads with Wally Wolf not to do it, but Wally Wolf 

remains unresponsive, and unmoved. He does not touch or hold Fanny Fox, 

nor does he join her in shedding any tears. He only repeats that he is going to 

blow the house down. 

 

“He is serious!” Fanny Fox thinks to herself. “He truly means to do it!” 

 

 

To Wally Wolf, Fanny Fox says, “I’m sorry about the raw chicken! Now please 

don’t blow the house down!” 

 

But Wally Wolf has made up his mind: their little house is coming down! So 

he puffs up the chest he has made it a goal that year to build up with lots of 

bench pressing and special protein powders, and with just one huff, he blows 

it into a hundred thousand million pieces.  
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Kiana McCrackin 

 

Moths 

 

 
have infested the house, 

they all live in different stages of desperation. 

Some flinging themselves against the window  

the way I fling myself against my life. 

 

Our daughter tries to feed them 

pieces of peanut butter and jelly sandwiches 

they only eat clothes you say when they refuse 

her best offering. 

 

I’m trying to find the words to tell you  

how tired I am, as tired as all the mothers 

awake with me in the night. 

So, I tell you about the hummingbird, 

rotating their wings 80 times a second, just to stay still. 

 

The night is not sleeping, anymore, 

the rocking, the rocking, the rocking, the milk, milk everywhere.  

It’s cold on my skin as it dries. 

I’m having dreams when I do sleep, drowning in milk, 

Drowning in an empty cup.  

 

I used to relate to the moon when she glowed in her sky, 

and still she stays with me in the nights when it is all I can do not to scream.  

I’m caught at a light, navigation confused,  

the moths and I are lost. 

And speaking of which, have you changed the porch light yet? 

 

I was born with a knowing in my bones, 
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And I’ve been wondering, have I lost that?  

Lost with the blood that fell from me  

as she fell to the Earth, born. 

Have you seen it anywhere? Have you seen my knowing? 

 

There was a woman at the store today, balancing a baby on each hip, 

pushing her cart forward with her pelvis, 

her mouth set, don’t fuck with me, it said. 

But her eyes were soft, I wanted to pull her into my arms, mother this mother.  

 

There was a hole in her sweater,  

Moths? I asked her.  
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